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QUESTIONS ANSWERED: 

Question 1  
 
ANSWER: 
Wrong direction - this will cause more damage. We should be pursuing routes to less damaging energy 
use through known sustainable sources. If anything slowing down, not trying to eek more money from our 
finite planet. 

Question 2 
 
ANSWER: 
We shoud work with what we know is harmless and truly sustainable. Genetic engineering and the 
associated use of pesticides is very dangerous to us and in the long term the ground and soils from which 
we need to grow our food. There is still controversy about the safety of genetically engineered organisms. 
WE DO NOT NEED THIS. What we need is a new attitude to life, profit, greed and energy use - we must 
slow down and live in, not exploit, the resources we need to live. 

Question 3 
 
ANSWER: 
I am informed mainly from anti-biofuel sources - polictical, environmental and human rights organisations. 
I understand this is very biassed but surely where these organisations are reporting serious 
consequences - which have been witnessed - these should be addressed. 

Question 4 
 
ANSWER: 
Money and the ever increasing 'profit' of big business will be the most important factor. What should be 
the most important factor is a truly sustainable way to live - in terms of the environment and humanity. 
Policy concerns should be to use biofuels which do not require ANY chemical input - ideally based on a 
permaculture system. Also they should not be used where they, or another plant grown in their place, 
could be used for food. Maintaining biodiversity is of utmost importance, as is the indigenous use of 
lands, especially where these are in areas of self-subsistence. 

Question 5 
 
ANSWER: 
Too energy intensive - use of chemicals (pesticides, fertilisers etc). Large generators create a 
requirement for extensive transport and 'a beast that must be fed'. Should NOT be encouraged. 

Question 6 
 
ANSWER: 
Microgeneration of truly sustainable sources and reduced energy use will prvide security. 

Question 7 
 
ANSWER: 
'Developing countries' have been dragged into a system where they move from being self-sufficient to 
relying on money from exports and then buying their own food. This is perverse. The Green Economy 



should be based on initiatives such as Transition Towns as well as proven technologies, such as 
insulation / better designed buildings / wind / solar / hydro schemes. 

 


